Bonding Plaques to Stone:
- Bonstone Ultimate
- Fast Set Extreme Epoxy

Re-attaching Stone
- Marble & Granite: Glacier – Colors available for various stones or clear for coloring (Fast Setting)
- Limestone: Bonstone Ultimate - Colors buff or gray (Fast Setting)
- Slow Set for all stones: Bonstone Duropoxi

Anchoring Stone
- Marble & Granite: Glacier – Colors available for various stones or clear for coloring
- Limestone: Bonstone Ultimate - Colors buff or gray

Bonding Stone to base
- Marble & Granite: Glacier – Colors available for various stones or clear for coloring (Fast Setting)
- Limestone: Bonstone Ultimate - Colors buff or gray (Fast Setting)
- Slow Set for all stones: Bonstone Duropoxi. If you need time to set and adjust the stone this is ideal